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It is just fantastic being able to travel again, and meeting all those wonderful like minded travellers out

there. We hope many have taken advantage of the new freedom and escaped the cities and all that we

have had to experience in the last year and a bit. 

 

Without a doubt it has become very busy out there, and we are already hearing of many parks filling up

early each day. Having just travelled the Bruce Highway from Cairns going south, the volume of traffic

has been huge. Sadly still too many frustrated, speedy drivers (mostly non-RV'ers) doing dangerous

manoeuvres and passing in dangerous areas. Please take care, stay safe and take your time. Give the

truckies the room whenever you can - they keep the country ticking.

 

Did you know that Kui Parks has 20 parks in Queensland to choose from. Having visited nearly all of

them in the past few weeks, I can guarantee they are ready to welcome you. Please book ahead

whenever you can as many are already being stretched to the limit with bookings. If you want to know

how to get all the details on all the Queensland Parks go to our website. www.kuiparks.com.au, and in

the search function click the state under region and select other criteria to find a map of all parks and a

full page of information on  each park

Every park profile will give you a host of information including description of town and region, things to

do, full contact details, photos giving you a look into the park, directions to the park, rates and so much

more.

 

 

 

 

 

 

For many, a trip to the Cape is a major bucket list item. If you are wondering what you can do with your

rig while you want to take that trip north, Kui Parks has some options. Store your van at NO CHARGE at

Mt Carbine Caravan Park, Your hosts only ask for your commitment for a couple of nights stay in their

park. Alternatively you can store your van at Trinity Plains Tourist Park for just $30 a week. For a small

extra fee, you can even have your fridge connected to power while you are away.   

 

Kui Parks is tailored to the needs of our members and their furry friends. Kui Parks is proudly supporting

al those who travel with their pets. In the Search tool on our website, as described above, you can

search for Pet Friendly Sites, Parks with Pet Friendly Cabins, Parks with off the Leash areas and

those with Doggie Wash facilities.

 

If you are a frequent user of WikiCamps, here are some quick and easy steps to take to find all Kui

Parks with one simple change in your Filter Settings:

1. Open The WIki Camps App

2. In top Left corner next to Search click on the Filter button

3. Scroll down the page to Name Filter

4. Type in the box Kui Parks

5. Scroll down the page to the bottom right you will see Apply (#)

6. Click the Apply button, and you are all done

7. When now enter Kui Parks in the Filter, the list of nearest parks will appear with the map. In fact if

you open map you will see all the parks open on one map - stretch the map and you will see all

parks in Australia

 

 

Are you taking advantage of our very popular Kui Parks Frequent Stayer Program which continues

to gain popularity. Now you can earn one punch on the card per night, giving you more chances to win.

So be sure you give your card to the park to get punched. If you do not have a card ask for one at the

park you are visiting!

Every month we give away 8 x $50 vouchers that can be redeemed at a Kui Park.

For more information why not visit the Kui Parks Frequent Stayer Program page

kuiparks.com.au/frequent-stayer-program

 

Is your membership up to date or would you like to join Kui Parks. Renew or Join 

 

Enjoy the travels, the journey, the sites and the social interactions, and above all enjoy our amazing

country.

Safe travels and take care.

See you on the road!

Kind regards
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